Predicting an agent's future trajectory is a challenging task given the complicated stimuli (environmental/inertial/social) of motion. Prior works learn individual stimulus from different modules and fuse the representations in an end-to-end manner, which makes it hard to understand what are actually captured and how they are fused. In this work, we borrow the notion of potential field from physics as an interpretable and unified representation to model all stimuli. This allows us to not only supervise the intermediate learning process, but also have a coherent method to fuse the information of different sources. From the generated potential fields, we further estimate future motion direction and speed, which are modeled as Gaussian distributions to account for the multi-modal nature of the problem. The final prediction results are generated by recurrently moving past location based on the estimated motion direction and speed. We show state-of-the-art results on the ETH, UCY, and Stanford Drone datasets.
Introduction
Trajectory prediction is essential for the safe operation of vehicles and robots designed to cooperate with humans. Although intensive research has been conducted, accurate prediction of road agents future motion is still a challenging problem given the high complexity of stimuli [25] . To properly model the behavior of humans, three types of stimuli should be considered: (i) Environmental (external) stimulus: humans obey the physical constraints of the environment as they move on the walkable area and avoid collision with stationary obstacles; (ii) Inertial (internal) stimulus: humans future motion is driven by their own intention inferred from the past motion (i.e., direction and speed); and (iii) Social stimulus: humans share the physical environment with others, and they interactively negotiate for possession of the road. Meanwhile, prediction of human be- Figure 1 . We address trajectory prediction problem from bird-eye view by introducing potential field. The proposed potential field serves as an interpretable and unified representation which incorporates environmental, inertial and social forces. Yellow and blue represent high and low potential values respectively and arrows indicate the motion direction. The target agent is marked in red while the neighbor agents are marked in orange.
havior is inherently multi-modal in nature. Given the past motion, there exist multiple plausible future trajectories due to the unpredictability of the future.
There have been research efforts [19, 5, 27, 35] to model environmental, inertial, and social stimuli for trajectory prediction. They extract features of individual stimulus from different modules and fuse them in a feature space. Although such methods could be convenient to train the network in an end-to-end manner, it is apparent that end-to-end learning is not optimal to benefit from the modular design of neural networks [9] . In this view, the current models can not ensured whether desired stimuli are actually captured (i.e., lack of interpretability) or whether the captured features are appropriate to fuse (i.e., lack of unified representation). Following the Vygotskys zone of proximal development theory [4] that claims the necessity of incremental supervision for learning tasks, we propose to supervise and evaluate the intermediate learning progress of neural networks using interpretable representations that can be easily unified over different modules. Figure 2 . Overview of the proposed pipeline. Two different potential fields are generated from the road image and the past information, respectively. The corresponding motion fields are then estimated from the potential fields to encode the motion direction. Since the motion fields provide only motion directions, the target agent's speed are predicted from the past trajectory and merged to generate the displacement field. The final predictions are generated by recurrently applying the displacement field on the target agent's locations. The "Merge Layer" module is described in details in Figure 6 . denotes concatenation operation and ⊗ donates multiplication.
In this work, we present a novel way to model environmental, inertial, and social stimuli using invisible forces. This is inspired by Newtons Law of Motion, where force is the governing factor of all interactions and motions. More specifically, we model the stimuli by potential fields induced by forces as shown in Figure 1 . The environmental force is determined by the structural layout of the road. It naturally pushes humans to move along the road avoiding collision with stationary obstacles such as buildings, walls, vegetation, etc. The inertial force guides humans to move towards the intentional destination. It is caused by the past motion of humans, and infers his/her possible motion in future. The social force comes from the motion of other agents. It enables the predicted future motion of the target agent to be compatible with other static/dynamic agents.
Although the combined force itself represents the effects of all stimuli on the target agent, force inherently has a deterministic direction at each location. We thus borrow the notion of potential field to deal with the unpredictability of the future. In physics, an electric charge moves towards any locations with a lower potential energy in a potential field. In analogy to this, we define a potential field in the physical world, where the potential values can be inversely estimated by integrating forces along agents' trajectories. Therefore, the target agent can travel to anywhere with lower potential values. We further tackle the multi-modality of the problem by estimating the distribution of both motion direction and speed. An overview of the proposed framework is shown in Figure 2 .
Using potential field as an interpretable representation, our method is able to seamlessly fuse three types of stimuli, and predict future trajectory in a classic manner (potential field→force→motion). Our conjecture is that such framework enables the network to comprehensively develop the intellectual capabilities [4] . More importantly, this provides a way to link the learning process with domain knowl-edge support, which is a crucial step to build algorithms that helps to model the human-level understanding [18] .
The main contributions of this work are as follows: (i) To the best of our knowledge, our method is the first to present potential field as an interpretable and unified representation to model multiple stimuli for trajectory prediction. (ii) We develop a novel method to formulate potential field from the trajectory and provide its mathematical derivation with physical concepts. (iii) We generalize our potential field knowledge to unknown scenes using a neural network. (iv) We achieve state-of-the-art performances on three widely used public datasets.
Related Work
Classic Models Classic models for future trajectory can be traced back to Newtonian mechanics, where future trajectory is calculated by force [10] . Such physics based models are further developed by introducing statistical models, such as Kalman filters [17] and Gaussian process [31, 30] . Some approaches such as [13, 21, 34] adopt a conceptual meaning of force to model attractive and repulsive behavior of humans. Classic models are revisited recently by [28] , where constant velocity model is used and achieves state-ofthe-art performance. Such method has high interpretability by hand-crafting the motion feature and dynamics. However, it is not guaranteed that the hand-crafted dynamics rule actually models human motion in real life. Also, it is hard to incorporate contextual information, and thus limits the ability of extending the methods to complicated environments. In contrast, we target the problems which have complex context (e.g., road structure and interaction with other agents) and develop our method by combining the classic concepts with data-driven approach. Deep Learning Methods Focusing on social interactions between humans, deep learning-based approaches for tra-jectory prediction have been studied to train the network to generate interaction-encoded features. A social pooling module is proposed in [1, 11] where the embeddings of the agents' motion are aggregated in a feature space. They motivated the following works to capture internal stimuli using the additional input modality such as head pose [12] or body pose [33] of humans. These approaches concatenate the feature representations of a pose proxy with motion embeddings, seeking to find a correlation between gaze direction and the person's destination. Besides these efforts, the structural layout of the road is commonly used to model external stimuli in [19, 32, 35, 7] . They first extract image features from RGB input and simply fuse with different types of feature embeddings. Although such models are convenient to use auxiliary information, they may not be optimal to capture desired stimuli and to fuse different feature embeddings [28] . Therefore, we introduce interpretable representations for intermediate supervision and their unified format to share domain knowledge. Potential Field in Robotics Potential field methods are previously used for planning in Robotics with an emphasis on obstacle avoidance in both static and dynamic environments [2, 23, 8] . They use the potential field to obtain a global representation of the space [15] . However, potential values are heuristically assigned for both robots and obstacles to generate a smooth and viable path. Choosing the hyper-parameters are tedious, and more importantly, the resulting trajectory may be sub-optimal [8] . On the contrary, our potential field is learned from human trajectories in a data-driven manner by linking their behaviors with either the scene context or past positions. As a result, we do not use any heuristic values nor hyper-parameters to generate the potential field.
Potential Field
We introduce a potential field that is induced by invisible forces and influences pedestrian trajectories. We assign each location a scalar value that represents the potential energy. A pedestrian's motion is thus generated towards lower potential energy location. Due to the fact that human motions do not have large acceleration or deceleration in everyday environments 1 , we assume that our invisible forces are proportional to velocities of humans.
We define the input road structure image captured from a bird-eye view as I ∈ R W ×H×C , where W and H are the width and height of the image and C is the number of channels. A sequence of pedestrian's trajectory on the road structure is defined as a set of distinct points X f ull = {x 1 , ..., x n } from time 1 to n with a constant sampling time interval of δt 2 . Then, our objective is to predict the future Figure 3 . Illustration for potential field generated inversely from trajectory data. Left: Four adjacent points are selected from the trajectory with unknown potential values. Middle: We define the start and end point of the trajectory with potential value +1 and −1 as reference points to derive the potential values in Eq. 5. Right: We define the width of the trajectory to be w, and a dense potential field can be estimated using Eq. 6.
To model the behavior of humans influenced by both the environment I and the past trajectory X past , we generate two separate potentials fields P I ∈ R W ×H and P X ∈ R W ×H , respectively. In Section 3.1, we first derive equations to compute potential values from adjacent waypoints of a single trajectory. Then, we expand the Eq. 3 to any three points on the trajectory. Given those equations, we build a dense potential field for a road scene in Section 3.2. Lastly, we present how to generate a potential field from the past motion information in Section 3.3, which is used to model inertial and social stimuli.
Derivation of Potential Field Ground Truth
We aim to estimate a potential field which is compatible with the observed trajectory. With an analogy to electric charges' motion in electric field, the trajectory is modeled as movements of an agent towards lower potential value locations. It means that the potential values along a single trajectory should monotonically decrease. However, such decreasing property is not sufficient to generate a unique and stable field 3 . Therefore, we explicitly compute the potential values p(x) for each point on the trajectory and infer a dense field from those sparse values. Our key observation is that the potential difference is linearly proportional to agents' velocity, which can be extracted from distance among points on the trajectory. It allows us to draw a direct relationship between distance and potential values.
Given three adjacent points x i , x i+1 , and x i+2 on a trajectory X f ull . Their corresponding potential values are denoted as p(x i ), p(x i+1 ) and p(x i+2 ). We assume that the velocity within a pair of adjacent sampled positions is constant. Therefore, the velocity within two points (
is given as follows:
where δt is the sampling interval and d i is the distance between x i and x i+1 . Note that the velocity can be different for other segment regions in the same trajectory. We denote the potential difference between two points
Similar to the constant velocity assumption, we assume the derivative of the potential energy is constant from x i to x i+1 . The field strength is then denoted as
In order to derive the relationship between the velocity v and the potential difference δp, we borrow the potential field analogy from physics [10] . In theory of electricity, δp is usually referred to as voltage and E is referred to as electric field strength. The corresponding electric force is then proportional to the electric field strength following F = Eq, where q is the electric charge of an object. Similarly, we define our potential energy difference to be directly proportional to velocity v. Then, the velocity can be formulated as follows:
where α is a constant scaling factor that depends on the types and intrinsic properties of agents, which is similar to mass or electric charge of the objects. Note that its value does not change throughout the same trajectory. By combining Eq. 1 and Eq. 2, the relationship among potential values p(x i ), p(x i+1 ) and p(x i+2 ) is derived as follows:
.
(
The constant velocity and uniform field strength assumptions require the three points to be adjacently sampled. We further generalize 4 Eq. 3 to the potential values among any triplets (x i , x j , x k ) on the same trajectory as follows:
where 1 ≤ i < j < k ≤ n. If we further constrain that p(x 1 ) = +1 and p(x n ) = −1 on this trajectory, p(x i ) for points ∀x i ∈ X f ull can be explicitly calculated as:
Given a single trajectory X f ull and the corresponding potential values p(x i ) for points ∀x i ∈ X f ull , we generate a dense potential field P X as shown in Figure 3 . In the rest 4 The detailed derivations are provided in the supplementary material. Figure 4 . Illustration for potential field from road structure. Left: All the trajectories that traverse the image patch. Color denotes time sequence (from yellow to blue). Right: Potential field for the image patch. Color denotes potential energy value. Best viewed in color.
of this paper, we use the notation P as the generated ground truth potential field, and P as the estimated potential field.
||xi+1−xi|| with · being dot product, and d ⊥ i is the distance from pixel (u, v) to a segment (x i , x i+1 ) as shown in Figure 3 .
Potential Field from Road Structure
To estimate a ground truth potential field P I for a certain road structure I, we collect all trajectories from agents who traverse the scene as shown in Figure 4 . We denote J I = {X s f ull s = 1, .., N } as a set of trajectories from different agents s who travels the given road scene I. For each trajectory X s f ull , we compute the ground truth dense potential field P X s f ull using Eq. 6. Since the actual ground truth potential field P I is not available, we approximate P I with P I using P X s f ull . We train a network to estimate P I from a bird-eye view image I as follows:
where κ(·) : R W ×H×C → R W ×H and Θ I is a set of trainable parameters. In this paper, we use the encoder and decoder structure [16] to model function κ(·). The loss function to estimate P I from a set of trajectories J I is given as:
where M X s f ull ∈ R W ×H is a pixel-wise mask that acts as a soft indicator function for trajectory X s f ull given by:
where λ < 1 is a weight parameter. The loss function enforces P I to be consistent with different ground truth trajectories P X s f ull in the scene, while having a regularization part λ for the region where no one travels. In practice, we choose λ = 0.01. Note that testing trajectories are not used during estimating L I in training phase.
The road potential field models the influence of the environment on the agent's motion behavior, which corresponds to the environmental stimulus. It constrains the future motion of agents to be on the movable/drivable area such as roads or sidewalks in the scene. Note that our potential field is naturally shaped by the agents' trajectories, which is more representative to human behaviors than road structure segmentation.
In fact, the agents can transverse the region of interest from left to right, or from right to left. However, the potential fields for these two trajectories cancel out each other. To ensure the consistency of the potential field, we pre-process the data by rotating the trajectories and the corresponding image patches to make sure that the motions start from one end to the other end (e.g., left to right) in the image space.
Potential Field from Past Information
Given past motion information, we generate the potential field to encode inertial effect and social effect. For an agent k's past trajectory X k past = {x k τ τ = 1, ..., t}, we define a set of neighbor's past trajectories as J k near = {X c past x c t − x k t ≤ r}, where r is a pre-defined radius. The potential field for the target agent k is generated from its past trajectory X k past and trajectories of nearby agents J k near using
where φ(·) takes the input from both the k's past trajectory X k past and its neighbors' past trajectories J k near , P J = X∈J P X is the sum of ground truth dense potential fields (generated from Eq. 6) in the set J k near , and Θ X is a set of trainable parameters.
The resulting potential field P f ull from past information is not only compatible with the past behavior of the target agent, but also considers the social interactions among nearby participants. In Figure 5 , we illustrate the inertial effect on the left. The generated potential field shows a distribution of possible motions given the past trajectory. It corresponds to the multi-modal nature of future prediction. On the right, we illustrate the social effect. It is shown that Figure 5 . Illustration for potential field from past information. Left: Potential field generated without social information. Right: Potential field generated with social information. The possibility of moving upward is eliminated to avoid collision with a nearby agent of similar velocity. Best viewed in color. the possibility of moving upward is eliminated by the interaction with a nearby agent of similar velocity.
In practice, we use neural network to model the function φ(·). The loss function for training the network is given by
Trajectory Prediction
With the generated potential field, the future trajectory can be calculated by ordinary differential equation. However, this step converts the potential field back to force, which overlooks the multi-modal nature of trajectory prediction. Due to the unpredictability of the future, road agents may have different trajectories even when their past motions are the same. To represent such unpredictability, we use two separate Gaussian distributions to model the target agent's motion direction and speed.
We separate the pedestrian's velocity into motion direction V ∈ R W ×H×2 and speed S ∈ R n−t , where n − t is the number of prediction frames. We model the distributions of motion direction and speed as Gaussians denoted by N (V, Σ V ) and N (S, Σ S ) respectively. For each future location x i = (u i , v i ) at time τ in the environment, we obtain the mean motion direction and speed as V(x i ) and S(τ ) for τ = {t, t + 1, ..., n − 1}. Note that the number of channels is two for V since it is a vector field over space (u, v).
Motion Field and Speed Prediction
Our road potential field is a universal representation of the road structures. Therefore, it cannot be used to provide agent-specific prediction due to speed differences. We thus disentangle the prediction problem by estimating the future motion direction and speed independently.
The expected value of direction for the future motion is derived from the potential field as
where ζ(·) : R W ×H → R W ×H with Θ V,I and Θ V,X being the learnable parameters. E[·] calculate the expected values. We further merge the motion fields from the environment and past information into a single field as shown in Figure 6 . Note that V(I) and V(X) are the resulted motion directions of three independent stimuli on the target agent. Following the addictive property of force, we can thus fuse the two with a weighted sum by
where Y = χ(V X , V I ) is a pixel-wise weighting mask determined by the two motion fields. We drop I and X for V in later sections. The expected value of speed for the future motion is derived from the past trajectory by
where ψ(·) : R t×2 → R (n−t) , n is the length of the whole trajectory and t is the length of the past trajectory.
In practice, we model the functions ζ(·) and ψ(·) using neural networks. In addition to mean values of the distributions, the networks also output the variance of the distributions. The ground truth of the motion direction and speed are calculated from the trajectory data. The loss function then enforces the network to generate distributions of N (V,Σ V ), N (S, Σ S ). More specifically, we estimate the maximum likelihood of the ground truth samples given the generated mean and sigma values, and the loss is given by
where v i (in Eq. 2) is the velocity of an agent at location x i at time τ .
Single and Multiple Future Prediction
For single future prediction, mean values V for motion direction and S for speed are used to generate displacement field as follows:
where D τ ∈ R W ×H×2 is a vector field with scale and τ ∈ {t, t + 1, ..., n − 1} is a of desired prediction time. The Figure 6 . We merge the two motion fields into a single motion field using this module. The pixel-wise mask is generated by convolutional layers, which is used to fuse the motion field from road structure and past trajectory information. denotes concatenation operation, ⊗ denotes multiplication and ⊕ denotes addition. displacement field set D = {D t , D t+2 , ..., D n−1 } provides the complete motion of each pixel at every time step. Then, the trajectory prediction is given by recurrently moving and updating the previous location x τ by
where t ≤ τ < n.
For multi-modal future prediction, we sample instances V j for motion direction and S j for speed from the distribution N (V, Σ V ) and N (S, Σ S ), respectively, and generate displacement field
where t ≤ τ < n and 1 ≤ j ≤ K is the prediction index with K being the number of generated predictions. The predicted trajectory is then generated by recurrently applying D j τ from the previous location x τ j by
Note that the predicted trajectories for both single-and multi-modal prediction are generated from previously learned motion field and speed prediction with no extra parameters.
In practice, we observe that recurrently moving a single point (predicted location) over time using the displacement field is not stable enough, especially when applied to unknown scenes. Inspired by the methods such as [3, 7] that generate a heatmap for the future location instead of regressing trajectory coordinates, we generate a pre-defined Gaussian distribution z ∼ N (x t , σ) around the observation location, and move the whole distribution together. σ = (σ u , σ v ) is pre-defined hyperparameters. Recurrent updates of the heatmap allows us to consider uncertainty on each predicted point of the trajectory [3] . [32] . Our method consistently outperforms the previous works.
Experiments
We evaluate our algorithm on three widely used benchmark datasets ETH [22] / UCY [20] and Stanford Drone Dataset (SDD) [24] . All datasets contain annotated trajectories of real world humans. The ETH / UCY dataset has five scenes: ETH-University, ETH-hotel, UCY-Zara1, UCY-Zara2 and UCY-University. The SDD dataset has eight scenes of 60 videos with more complex road structures. For evaluation, we report the average displacement error (ADE) and the final displacement error (FDE).
For the datasets, we augment the dataset by flipping the trajectory data and the corresponding images with respect to u-axis, v-axis and line u = v, respectively. This gives seven times data for training.
Implementation Details
Potential Field Generation We choose Pix2Pix [16] architecture to model the relationship from image to potential field κ(·), and from past information to potential field φ(·). We resize the image to 1/4 of the original size, and crop the image with patch size of 256 × 256 centered at x t for the target agent. To generate a potential field from the image, we find that the VGG-19 weight parameters pre-trained on ImageNet [26] to be beneficial for image-level feature extraction and network convergence. To generate a potential field from past information, both the encoder and decoder are trained from scratch. Motion Field Generation The relationship between potential field and motion field is trained using four convolutional layers. This is a relatively shallow module, since the func-tionality assembles the task of taking derivatives. The convolutional layers provide larger receptive fields to tolerate the noises in the generated potential fields. Future Speed Generation We employ a multi-layer perceptron for future speed prediction due to its structure simplicity. In theory, it can also be implemented by recurrent modules such as GRU [6] , LSTM [14] or any other neural network architectures that can extract temporal information.
The detailed network structure is explained in supplemental material. All networks are optimized with Adam optimizer. The sub-modules are trained separately using intermediate losses, and then the whole pipeline is fine-tuned together with respect to the loss between predicted trajectories and ground truth trajectories.
Quantitative Results
We quantitatively evaluate our method on both ETH/UCY and SDD dataset, and compare our model with the state-of-the-art methods. For SDD, we randomly divide 60 videos into training and testing set with a ratio of 4:1, which is similar to [7, 19] . We split the trajectories into 7.2 seconds segments, and use 3.2 seconds for observation and 4 seconds for prediction and evaluation. Raw RGB road images are used with no additional annotation. Average displacement error and final displacement error are reported for 1s, 2s, 3s and 4s in future. The errors are reported in pixel coordinates in 1/5 resolution. Table 1 shows the quantitative comparison for both single-modal prediction and multi-modal prediction. For single-modal prediction, we compare our model with (1) Figure 7 . Qualitative results. Here we show some instances of the intermediate and final results. For each instance, we show the following three figures: (1) Potential field and motion field from environmental stimulus. (2) Potential field and motion field from inertial and social stimulus. (3) Final prediction results. Predicted future trajectory is drawn in blue and ground truth future trajectory is drawn in red with past trajectory drawn in black. We also show the future distribution heatmap of the target agent, with red denoting high probability and blue denoting low probability. Left: Our potential field of the road map is able to recognize complicated road structure (roundabout/crossing) and generate reasonable motion field. Right: Our model is able to predict turning according to the context. Best viewed in color.
S-LSTM [1]
that models human-human interaction with social pooling in the feature space, (2) DESIRE [19] that incorporates both static scene and dynamic agents for future trajectory prediction, (3) Gated-RN [7] that extracts relations of the target agent with other road users and environment. We test our model with past information (Past Inf.) that only uses inertial and social stimuli, and with Past Inf. + Road Struc. that also uses environmental stimulus together. As shown in Table 1 , our method already outperforms previous methods with Past Inf. It demonstrates that intermediate supervision using interpretable representations is beneficial for information extraction. Adding road structure into the pipeline makes the predicted trajectory to be compatible with the environmental context, and thus further improve the performance. It further validates our use of unified representations to merge different domain knowledge. We additionally compare our multi-modal prediction with CVAE [29] and DESIRE [19] , and report FDE as shown in Table 1 . We predict K = 20 possible trajectories for evaluation. The improvements between single-modal prediction and multi-modal prediction show that the generated distributions capture the unpredictability of the future.
For the ETH/UCY dataset, we adopt the same experimental setting of [32, 7] , where we split the trajectories into 8 seconds segments, and use 3.2 second for observations and 4.8 seconds for prediction and evaluation. We use four scenes for training and the remaining scene for testing in a leave-one-out cross-validation fashion. ADE and FDE are reported for 4.8s in the future. Since we work in the pixel coordinates, both error metrics are reported in normalized pixel error. The ground truth labels are generated by converting world coordinates to pixel coordinates using a ho- mography matrix. Table 2 shows the quantitative comparison with S-LSTM [1] , SS-LSTM [32] , and Gated-RN [7] . Our method outperforms previous methods in most scenes.
Qualitative Results
We qualitatively evaluate our method in Figure 7 . It shows that our model can deal with different challenging road structures (open area / straight road / crossing / roundabout) and diverse motions (standing still / going straight / taking turn). As shown in the top right case, our potential field not only gives walkable area, but also learns walking habit of humans (walking on the right side of the road) automatically in a data-driven manner. Such information cannot be obtained from other labels such as road segmentation. The information from environmental and past information can be merged reasonably and compensate each other to generate plausible future trajectories. We also demonstrate that our method can deal with interaction intensive scenarios such as in Figure 8 . The target agent move and turn in a crowded group without colliding into others.
Conclusion
Predicting future motion of road agents is a crucial and challenging task. We propose to use potential field as an interpretable and unified representation for human trajectory prediction. This enables us to not only fuse the information of different stimuli more reasonably, but also allows to supervise and evaluate the intermediate learning progress of neural networks. Potential fields are generated to represent the effect of the environmental force, inertial force, and social force on the target agent. We further estimate future velocity direction and magnitude from potential fields, which are modeled as Gaussian distributions to account for the unpredictability of the future. The predicted future trajectory is generated by recurrently moving past location on the displacement field, which is calculated from motion direction and speed. We test our model on three challenging benchmark datasets. The results show that our method can deal with complicated context while achieving state-of-theart performances.
